
ewq ticket units

EWQ-EL Ticket Unit (2020150)

The EWQ-EL Ticket Unit is freely movable - no fixed installation. 

By pressing the push button, it feeds out a pre-printed ticket. The 

pre-printed tickets can be customized with own logos and colours. 

The Ticket Unit runs on two D-size batteries and the lifespan of 

the batteries is around two-three years. The text of the display can 

be customized to the customer needs. The Ticket Unit is made of 

robust materials: stainless steel and safety glass.
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toiminnan seuranta

EWQ-8L Ticket Unit (2020132 + 2020133)

The EWQ-8L Ticket Unit contains a heat printer. It stands on a 

movable pedestal - no fixed installation. The Ticket Unit can handle 

up to eight different service groups. Eight Ticket Units can be used 

parallel to each other, for example one at each entrance. The Ticket 

Unit requires an electric power socket nearby the unit. The service 

group texts can either be as stickers or with small LCD displays. The 

text(s) can be easily changed afterwards.

ewq-8L

EWQ-E Ticket Unit (2020102 + 2020103 + 2020106)

The EWQ-E Ticket Unit stands on a movable pedestal - no fixed 

installation. By pressing the green button it feeds out a pre-

printed ticket. The pre-printed tickets can be customized with own 

logos and colours. The Ticket Unit runs on two D-size batteries 

and the lifespan of the batteries is up to two years.
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EWQ-TOUCH Ticket Unit (2020151)

The EWQ-TOUCH Ticket Unit contains a heat printer. It stands on a 

movable pedestal - no fixed installation. The Ticket Unit can handle 

up to eight different service groups. Eight Ticket Units can be used 

parallel to each other, for example one at each entrance. The Ticket 

Unit requires an electric power socket nearby the unit and the EWQ 

Master Unit (2020138). The service group texts can be easily added 

/ removed or changed.

coming soon: ewq-touch


